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For the Month of January 2019

    Jan. 7      Classes Resume
    Jan. 11    Hearing Rescreening
    Jan. 15    PTA Meeting    6 pm
    Jan. 18    Popcorn Day 50 cents a bag
    Jan. 25    1/2 Day of School Dismissal at 11:48
   

View the complete calendar

Welcome back and Happy New Year!  We hope that you had a relaxing 
break and enjoyed some extra time with family and friends.  The 
Michigamme staff is excited to get back to learning with our students.  

Student of the Month for December

Kinder -  Skylar Leason, Cruz Molinaro, Addyson Buhler

First - Thomas Shaffron, Drew Nofs, Khloe Fye

Second -Lizzy Grove, Gabrielle Mang, Audrey Pelka

Third -Caydence Gamble, Khloee Dubrevil, Rhys Jones

Fourth -Quinn Mullins, Aubrey Moews

Fifth - Mia Sansom, Tyler Chapman-Loxton, Alexis Barnes
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PBIS

On Wednesday, January 9th, we had our PBIS Assembly where we introduced 
“Super You Bucks”.  The students and staff were very excited about our new initiative 
that will reward all students who are showing that they are Respectful, Responsible 
and Ready!  Later in the day students went through different stations throughout the 
building and we re-visited our behavior expectations.

Winter Weather Gear

Please make sure your child is dressed for Michigan weather.  Students need boots, 
snow pants, coat and hat and gloves or mittens to go outside.  It would also be helpful 
if your student had a pair of shoes to keep in his or her backpack or at school to wear 
during this winter season instead of having to wear their boots around all day.  

Snow boots are not allowed in the school gym at any time.  If your child attends 
Walking Club, they will be required to remove their boots at the gym doors; also 
during gym class students need to have some type of skid-free shoes to participate in 
gym-time activities to prevent injuries.

SUBSCRIBE / UNSUBSCRIBE

Click to join or unsubscribe from the district email list. You may also copy and 
paste this link: http://bit.ly/PHSNewsletter.
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